
2149 – Red Lion – 23/02/20 

The Red Lion has not been on the radar for a long time. So somewhere newish is good, but 
running down by the Stour, when we have had constant rain for 5 months is bad. 

Hares are Wrong Direction, Taking d Pith and Disco Ordination. 

We get the usual, it’s been raining, it’s been windy, blah blah blah. Yeah, it’s going to be bad, we 
know! However, when DO rushes off ahead with a bag of dust we think maybe there isn’t any 
dust. Runners, are running up trails, getting called back, no dust, go off right, no dust, get called 
back. 

Hare leads us into someone’s front garden and then out into a field with cows. Straight ahead 
has no dust, but plenty of water, nope, get called back to circuit the golf course following 
Chippendale. Onto the peripheral access road, kicking as many lost golf balls as we can. Turn 
left, still no dust, track underwater, initially the path is deep with water on the left, so keep right 
until its deep on the right. We can tell this as we disappear up to our…. I don’t fall in, so climb to 
high ground and wait. A bit disappointing, Cum Lately and Chippendale nearly submerge, but not 
fully. Get bored and carry on. Oh for patience, a few minutes more and I would’ve got Lonely 
going for a swim, aaaah not fair. 

Straight on with no dust to the road, look over our shoulder to see a parallel track with a very dry 
TTP jogging up. Mega tale about it was wetter yesterday, even wet on this short cut so he was 
being nice to the slower ones. 

Go right down to the river and, hallelujah, some dust, and some lost Mini runners. There they 
are, Last of the Summer Wine extras, all smiles or is that a rictus on their faces. Never mind, 
their jeering, is still in C’s ears as he runs up the mud bank. I choose the easier slope that has 
dust on it. Looks like the brambles have been hacked back to create new paths that make 
looking interesting. 

Around the fields we go until we have the photo shoot. Now, it’s nice to look good for the photos 
but carrying out bust enhancements using woollen gloves before the shoot is surely a step too 
far. 

Back into following field boundaries only to find the hare is on the other side and there’s no easy 
way across, especially if you have ground clearance issues crossing barb wire. 

Onward to Kingston Lacy, and before you know it, we are running inside, then outside; is that 
allowed? 

Shouldn’t overthink things as next I’m way behind. Feels like it takes hours to catch up with Ratty 
and TTP. Still, we persevere and keep C and K9 in sight and DO behind with the dust until the 
pub. 

Nice and dry for carpark changing so no peaking from the Harriet’s this week. 

So, a bit of mizzle but mostly dry, when compared to a K9 trail there was still a sparsity of dust, 
water logged hasher traps, mega muddy even with studs, film set for tv comedies, fence 
climbing, accidental intrusion into KL and a medical expert that wouldn’t help a Hasher in pain. 

And the late report:- 

1) The GM was stuck in a “hot tub”; is that a euphemism? 

2) The Blow Job clan think that the shortest route from New Milton was via Salisbury. 

3) And TP was missing, probably in A&E with a Codey/Net Ball injury. 

So, what did you think? 

On On :) 

 


